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The present Educational System today due to COVID 19 pandemic needs to integrate a new learning platform that is far different from face-to-face teaching-learning situation where teachers meet their learners, talk to them, play with them and make interactions. They also need to prepare their daily lesson log and instructional materials to execute daily lessons. They also need to prepare board works, update bulletins and perform numerous task inside the classroom.

Teaching- learning situation among teachers at present due to pandemic is far different from face-to-face. Teachers need to adapt themselves in the current trend of educational system like using Blended Learning or “hybrid learning” which means infusion of online distant learning or in-person delivery of printed materials to the homes of students through the barangay for those who don’t have internet access or interactive facilities in the comfort of their homes.

The decision to close schools forced the teachers to change from analogue to digital teaching methods from one day to another. And that was exactly what the teachers did. They immediately took responsibility to provide the quality education to which pupils and students are entitled with.

The Department of Education is doing its best and is currently working to transition from the conventional or traditional face-to-face learning to blended learning which is the combination of online distance learning and modular. Inspite of the great adjustments experience by educators and teachers, they are trying their very best to offer quality education to all the learners. They look at the situation positively and thought that
though online study is hard, students can study at their own pace thru the guidance of their parents. Teachers are known for their dedication and commitment at work and that’s why no matter how challenging the “New Normal” is, they can victoriously surpass it all coz’ they always cling to this motto..” Para sa Bata, Para sa Bayan.”
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